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Public Preferences Differ 
On Top SCOTUS Cases 

 
A majority is holding fast in support for gay marriage, and even more Americans say legally 
married gays should receive full federal benefits. But opinions shift on another social and legal 
issue, with three-quarters – including more than seven in 10 whites and nonwhites alike – 
opposed to consideration of applicants’ race in college admissions. 
 
All three issues tested in this ABC News/Washington Post poll are before the U.S. Supreme 
Court, with potentially landmark rulings expected by month’s end.  
 
Attitudes on gay marriage extend the dramatic shift in recent years toward greater support for 
gay rights. On affirmative action, the results indicate continued resistance among many 
Americans to race-based preferences. 
 
On the former, 57 percent of Americans support allowing gays and lesbians to marry legally, and 
63 percent say the federal government should give the same benefits to legally married gays that 
it gives to other married couples. On the latter, just 22 percent support allowing universities to 
consider applicants’ race as a factor in deciding which students to admit; 76 percent are opposed. 
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Criticism of affirmative action – particularly the consideration of race in college admissions – 
has been as high or higher in previous polls. In a Gallup/CNN/USA Today survey in 2001, for 
instance, 87 percent said colleges should not be allowed to consider race as a factor in student 
admission decisions, vs. 76 percent in this poll. 
 
Perhaps surprisingly, this survey, produced for ABC by Langer Research Associates, finds little 
in the way of racial or ethnic differences on the question. Seventy-nine percent of whites oppose 
consideration of race in college admissions, as do 71 percent of nonwhites, including 78 percent 
of blacks and 68 percent of Hispanics. In the 2001 Gallup poll, opposition was similar to its level 
now among nonwhites, 74 percent, while higher among whites, 90 percent. 
 
Even political liberals in this survey oppose the practice, by a 2-1 margin. 
 
Other research has found varying views on efforts to assist disadvantaged groups in areas such as 
college admissions, hiring and promotions, depending on the nature of the effort. Previous ABC 
News polls, for example, have found greater support for programs that give assistance but not 
preference, or that are based on income rather than race. 
 
Results on legalizing gay marriage are consistent with previous recent surveys, with far less 
support among conservatives, Republicans and older adults than among others. Still, federal 
benefits for legally married gay couples win more support in these groups, as well as overall. For 
example, while just 33 percent of Republicans support gay marriage, 42 percent support equal 
benefits for legally married gays. The shift is similar among conservatives. 
 
On the other side of the spectrum, support for gay rights soars, as is customary, among young 
adults; three-quarters support gay marriage and equal benefits alike. 
 
                          -------------- Support-Oppose --------------- 
                                         Fed. benefits     Race as a 
                           Legalizing    for same-sex    factor in coll. 
                          gay marriage      couples        admissions  
        All                  57-40%          63-34           22-76 
 
        Democrats            71-28           74-23           28-69 
        Republicans          33-65           42-56           12-86 
        Independents         60-37           66-30           21-78 
 
        Liberals             79-21           81-18           32-66 
        Moderates            68-29           73-22           16-80 
        Conservatives NET    35-63           43-55           18-81 
         Somewhat cons.      39-58           47-51           18-82 
         Very cons.          27-70           36-62           20-80 
 
        Age 18-29            76-21           79-19           26-71 
        30-39                55-43           61-34           18-80 
        40-64                55-42           62-35           20-78 
        65-plus              40-58           46-51           26-72 
 
        Whites               55-43           62-36           20-79 

http://www.langerresearch.com/
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        Blacks               52-44           61-35           19-78 
        Hispanics            66-31           69-24           29-68 
 
 
METHODOLOGY – This ABC News/Washington Post poll was conducted by landline and cell 
phone June 5-9, 2013, in English and Spanish, among a random national sample of 1,007 adults. 
Results have a margin of sampling error of 3.5 points. The survey was produced for ABC News 
by Langer Research Associates of New York, N.Y., with sampling, data collection and tabulation 
by SSRS/Social Science Research Solutions of Media, Pa. 
 
Analysis by Gary Langer. 
 
ABC News polls can be found at ABCNEWS.com at http://abcnews.com/pollingunit. 
 
Media contacts: David Ford, (212) 456-7243, and Julie Townsend, (212) 456-4934. 
 
Full results follow.                                                                                                                               
 
1. Overall, do you support or oppose (ITEM)? Do you feel that way strongly, or 
somewhat? 
 
6/9/13 - Summary Table 
 
                                ----- Support -----   ------ Oppose -----   No 
                                NET   Strgly   Smwt   NET   Smwt   Strgly   op. 
a. allowing gays and lesbians 
   to marry legally             57      37      20    40     11      30     3 
b. having the federal 
   government give same-sex 
   couples who are legally 
   married the same benefits 
   given to other married 
   couples                      63      42      21    34      9      25     3 
c. allowing universities to 
   consider applicants’ race 
   as a factor in deciding 
   which students to admit      22       8      13    76     14      62     2 
 
Trend: 
 
a. allowing gays and lesbians to marry legally 
 
         -------- Support --------   --------- Oppose --------     No 
         NET   Strongly   Somewhat   NET   Somewhat   Strongly   opinion 
6/9/13   57       37         20      40       11         30         3 
5/5/13   55       35         20      40        9         32         5 
 
Compare to: Do you think it should be legal or illegal for gay and lesbian couples to 
get married? Do you feel that way strongly or somewhat? 
 
             --------- Legal ---------   -------- Illegal --------     No 
             NET   Strongly   Somewhat   NET   Somewhat   Strongly   opinion 
3/10/13      58       41         17      36        6         30         6 
5/20/12      53       39         14      39        7         32         8 
3/10/12      52       36         17      43        7         36         5 
7/17/11      51       32         19      45        9         36         4 

http://abcnews.go.com/PollingUnit/story?id=5984818&page=1
http://langerresearch.com/
http://abcnews.com/pollingunit
mailto:david.ford@abc.com
mailto:julie.townsend@abc.com
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3/13/11      53       36         17      44        9         35         3 
2/8/10       47       31         16      50        9         42         3 
4/24/09*     49       31         18      46        7         39         5 
6/4/06       36       24         13      58        7         51         5 
8/28/05      39       NA         NA      58       NA         NA         3 
8/29/04 RV   32       18         14      62       10         52         5  
3/7/04       38       24         14      59       11         48         3  
2/22/04      39       25         13      55        6         49         6  
1/18/04      41       NA         NA      55       NA         NA         4  
9/7/03       37        "          "      55        "          "         7  
*2009 "gay and lesbian" and "homosexual" wordings half sampled. 2005 "gay and 
lesbian", others "homosexual". 
 
b-c. No trend. 
 
*** END *** 


